The correlation between the photocatalytic degradability of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) over Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 in water and their quantitative molecular structure was studied. Six PAHs, namely, naphthalene, fluorene, phenanthrene, pyrene, benzo[a]pyrene, and dibenzo [a,h]anthracene, were tested in Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 suspension under UV irradiation. The results showed that the degradation efficiencies of the higher molecular weight PAHs were enhanced significantly in the presence of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 , while the degradation efficiencies of the lower molecular weight PAHs were decreased in the presence of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 . Both the photolysis and photocatalysis of all PAHs fit the pseudo-first-order equation very well, except FL. Quantitative analysis of molecular descriptors of energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital ( homo ), energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ( lumo ), and the difference between lumo and homo , GAP (GAP = lumo − homo ), suggested that the GAP was significant for predicting a PAHs' photocatalytic degradability. Through comparison against the maximum GAP (7.4529 eV) of PAHs (dibenzo [a,h]anthracene) that could be photocatalytically degraded and the minimum GAP (8.2086 eV) of PAHs (pyrene) that could not be photocatalytically degraded in this study, the photocatalytic degradability of 67 PAHs was predicted. The predictions were partly verified by experimental photocatalytic degradation of anthracene and Indeno[1.2.3.cd]pyrene.
Introduction
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a large group of organic compounds with two or more fused aromatic rings. PAHs are produced mainly by the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels. They are widespread contaminants found in natural bodies of water [1, 2] . Many PAHs have a variety of mutagenic and carcinogenic effects in organisms. It is reported that low molecular weight PAHs (LMW PAHs, compounds containing three or less fused benzene rings) are more susceptible to biodegradation, while high molecular weight PAHs (HMW PAHs, compounds containing four or more fused benzene rings), which are highly mutagenic and carcinogenic, are more recalcitrant [3, 4] . Therefore, it is difficult to eliminate PAHs through traditional biological water treatment [5] .
An advanced oxidation technique called TiO 2 -photocatalyzed degradation has attracted attention as a method of eliminating a variety of organic compounds because the process can achieve effective mineralization under mild temperature and pressure conditions [6, 7] . Some biorefractory substances, such as norfloxacin [8] , dyes [9] [10] [11] , and 4-chlorocatechol [12] , have been reported to degrade successfully using this technique. Some PAHs were also reported to be photocatalytically degraded successfully with the presence of TiO 2 in aqueous environment. Wen et al. [13] examined the photocatalytic degradation of pyrene (PYR) that preadsorbed onto TiO 2 surface before UV irradiation. They found that the pH of the dispersion and the ratio of PYR/TiO 2 : water had little effect on the photooxidation rate of PYR, while the extent of surface coverage and the addition of Fe 3+ affected it greatly. Lin and Valsaraj [14] 2 Journal of Nanomaterials studied the degradation of PYR and phenanthrene (PHE) in a dilute water stream by an annular photocatalytic reactor with TiO 2 immobilized on a quartz tube. They found that both PAHs degrade to CO 2 and H 2 O in the presence of quinone. Dass et al. [15] found that acenaphthene, anthracene (AN), fluorine (FL), and naphthalene (NP) undergo efficient photocatalytic oxidation in aqueous suspensions of TiO 2 upon irradiation with a 500 W super-high pressure mercury lamp as well as sunlight. Lair et al. [16] studied the degradation of NP in water by photocatalysis in UV-irradiated TiO 2 suspensions. They found that the optimum TiO 2 was 2.5 g L −1 . They also observed that CO 3 2− strongly inhibited NP adsorption and removal, while pH had insignificant effect upon the NP removal, and temperature slightly accelerated the NP degradation. Through the identification of the main intermediates of NP photodegradation, they proposed that NP degraded by oxygenated radicals and by direct oxidation in the holes formed. Woo et al. [17] investigated the effects of acetone on the photocatalytic degradation efficiency and pathways of NP, acenaphthylene (ACN), PHE, AN, and benzo[a]anthracene in synthetic water. They observed that PAHs photolysis generated toxic intermediate products, especially in the case of ACN and PHE. However, all PAHs complete detoxification was achieved in a 24 h of UV/TiO 2 system by 100 mg L −1 of catalyst. They also found that acetone enhanced PAHs degradation, but 16% acetone addition significantly altered the degradation pathway of NP and ACN. Vela et al. [18] Although the TiO 2 -photocatalyzed degradation technology has been extensively investigated in pollutant treatment in the last two decades, its practical application is limited because of the disadvantages of TiO 2 , such as its low surface area, low adsorbability for pollutants, fast recombination of photogenerated electrons-hole pair, the maximum absorption in the ultraviolet light region, and the difficulty of separation from treated water [19, 20] . Numerous approaches, such as composite semiconductor, noble metal loading, ion doping, nanotube formation, and sensitization, have been used to modify TiO 2 to overcome the above disadvantages [21] [22] [23] [24] . SiO 2 is one of the most popular coupled materials in composite semiconductors. Mixed TiO 2 -SiO 2 has been reported to be three times more photoactive than TiO 2 alone [25] . The addition of SiO 2 particles not only alters the size and shape of the TiO 2 particles, but also increases the thermal stability and adsorbability of TiO 2 particles [26, 27] . Platinum (Pt) is one of the most common noble metals loading on TiO 2 . Ishibai et al. [28] reported their Pt-TiO 2 possessed high photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation, as well as under UV light irradiation.
They suggested that the surface complex formation associated with Ti-O-Pt chemisorption dominated the visible light reactivity. Devipriya et al. [29] prepared Pt-TiO 2 and immobilized it on ceramic tiles. They found that the catalyst was effective for the solar photocatalytic removal of chemical and bacterial pollutants from water. The optimum loading of Pt on TiO 2 was found to be 0.5%. Ahmed et al. [30] reported that their Pt-TiO 2 samples are more active than the corresponding bare TiO 2 for both methanol oxidation and dehydrogenation processes. The particle size of Pt-TiO 2 was decreased with the increasing of platinum loading. Some researchers attributed the enhanced photocatalytic activity to the increased light absorption and the retardation of the photogenerated electron-hole recombination [30, 31] . As the Fermi level of Pt is lower than that of TiO 2 , photoexcited electrons can be transferred from conduction band to Pt particles deposited on the surface of TiO 2 , while photogenerated valence band holes remain on the TiO 2 . These activities greatly reduce the possibility of electron-hole recombination, resulting in stronger photocatalytic reactions [31] .
Our previous works proved that a porous photocatalyst Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 could efficiently decompose PYR, a four-ring PAH [34, 35] . It was also interesting to know the efficiency of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 for decomposing other PAHs. However, the PAH group of organic compounds is very large (over 100 toxic compounds). It would consume much time and money to identify the degradability of all PAHs in Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 suspension. To solve this problem, quantitative structure activity relationships (QSAR) modeling, which correlates and predicts transport and transformation process data of organic pollution from their structural descriptors, may be used to study photocatalysis mechanisms and generate predicted photocatalysis process data efficiently [36, 37] .
It is greatly important to develop QSAR models in which quantum chemical descriptors are used. Quantum chemical descriptors clearly describe defined molecular properties. They can easily be obtained by computation. Lu et al. [38] studied QSAR of phenols and anilines for predicting the toxicity of these compounds to algae. Hu and Aizawa [39] studied the QSAR for the estrogen receptor binding affinity of phenolic chemicals. de Lima Ribeiro and Ferreira [40] studied the QSAR of 67 PAHs in order to predict the phototoxicity of these compounds. Chen et al. [41] [42] [43] [44] studied the QSAR in order to predict the photolysis of PAHs and dibenzo-pdioxin. In the above studies, the quantum chemical descriptors of energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital ( homo ), the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ( lumo ), and the GAP, the difference between lumo and homo (GAP = lumo − homo ), were proven to be significant for PAH photochemical QSAR studies [43, 45, 46] . lumo and homo can serve as measures of the molecular capacity to donate or to accept an electron pair, respectively. The GAP expresses the necessary energy to excite an electron from HOMO to LUMO [40] . These descriptors can be obtained by semiempirical molecular orbital algorithms [40, 47] .
The present study aimed to further understand the function of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 and to investigate the photocatalytic degradation character and kinetics of PAHs. Six PAHs were tested in Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 suspension. The PAHs included three 2.0 × 10
None SEI 15.0 kV WD 9.7 mm ×750 10 m Table 1 . The degradation kinetics for photocatalytically degradable PAHs were also studied. lumo , homo , and GAP were adopted as the molecular descriptors for NP, FL, PHE, PYR, BaP, and DahA. They have been calculated in a previous research [40] . Based upon the results, the primary correlation between the photocatalytic degradability of PAHs over Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 in water and their quantitative molecular structure was studied. Based upon the analysis of correlation, the photocatalytic degradability of 67 PAHs was predicted, and the predictions were partly verified by experiments of photocatalytic degradation of anthracene (AN) and Indeno[1.2.3.cd]pyrene (InP).
Experimental Section

Materials and Reagents.
All reagents were of analytical quality, and all solvents were of HPLC grade. All PAHs were purchased from Kanto Chemical Co., Inc., (Japan). The Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 used in the present study was synthesized by the method presented in previous work [35] 
Photocatalytic Degradation of PAHs.
The reaction solutions were prepared by introducing a proper volume of stock solution (50 mg L −1 ) into a water/methanol (99/1) solvent to achieve a required final concentration. Water was purified by Milli-Q Plus system (Millipore). Methanol (1%) was added to minimize the adsorption of PAHs to the glassware walls. The reaction mixture was 100 mL of initial concentration of PAHs at 5 × 10 −8 M and 0.3 g L −1 of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 in a glass beaker, continuously mixed with a magnetic stirrer. A black-light lamp (27 w) emitting monochromatic radiation at 368 nm was placed above the reaction solution. The distance between the lamp and the surface of the solution was 5 cm. Before irradiation, the solution was stirred in the dark for 30 min to allow the system to reach adsorption equilibrium.
A sample approximately 2 mL was taken at the designed time interval during irradiation. The same volume of ethanol was added to the sample to prevent the loss of PAHs on wall of glassware, and then it was centrifuged and filtered through a 0.45 m cellulose filter to remove all solid particles. The treated sample was analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC; Hitachi L-7300 HPLC) with a fluorescence detector Hitachi L-7485. The chromatography equipment was equipped with a C-18-reversed phase separation column and the mobile phase was a 90/10 volumetric ratio mixture of methanol/water. The detecting wavelengths for NA, FL, PHE, PYR, BaP, DahA, AN, and InP were 216/308, 210/310, 248/365, 245/390, 297/430, 286/430, 297/390, and 300/500 nm (excitation/emission nm), respectively.
Photocatalytic Degradation Kinetics of PAHs.
Pseudofirst-order kinetics (1) is normally assumed for PAH photolysis [12, 49] :
Therefore, the rate constant and half-life time of PAHs degradation were calculated using the following equations:
where 0 and are PAHs' concentration at times zero and , respectively, is the rate constant, and 1/2 is the half-life time.
Data Set of Quantitative Molecular Structure of PAHs.
The present work studied 67 nonsubstituted PAHs containing 2-7 rings with 5 and 6 carbon atoms ( Figure 4 ). The electronic descriptors of lumo , homo , and the GAP for PAHs obtained using the AM1 algorithm reported by de Lima Ribeiro and Ferreira [40] were selected in this study.
Results and Discussion
Photocatalytic Degradation of PAHs in Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2
Suspension. The photolysis and photocatalysis of the selected PAHs are shown in Figure 5 . It was observed that Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 played a very different role in photocatalysis of LMW PAHs and HMW PAHs. The presence of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 increased the degradation rates of HMW PAHs efficiently, while the presence of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 inhibited the degradation rates of LMW PAHs. Similar results were obtained in previous research, which confirms that the presence of TiO 2 resulted in a slower photooxidation rate of FL [50] . This difference is considered to be related to the PAHs' molecular structure, which determines the reactivity of a PAH.
Kinetics of Photocatalytic Degradation of PAHs.
The pseudo-first-order kinetics equation, rate constant, half-life time, correlation coefficients, and total removal efficiency of photolysis and photocatalysis of selected PAHs are summarized in Table 2 . The results show that the total removal efficiencies of photocatalysis for NP, FL, and PHE are 4.8%, 24.7%, and 34.5%, respectively, lower than the photolysis removal efficiencies of 46.6%, 41.5%, and 41.9%, respectively. On the other hand, the total removal efficiencies of photocatalysis for PYR, BaP, and DahA were 81.4%, 99.7%, and 88.6%, respectively, all higher than the photolysis removal efficiency of 37.8%, 99.0%, and 71.8%, respectively. The rate constant of the tested PAHs presents the same phenomenon. The rate constant of photocatalysis of NP, FL, and PHE is 0.0006, 0.0021, and 0.0038, respectively, lower than the photolysis removal efficiency of 0.0054, 0.0035, and 0.0046.
(10)
(1) (2) (6) On the contrary, the rate constant of photocatalysis for PYR, BaP, and DahA of 0.0155, 0.0452, and 0.0192, respectively, is all higher than the rate constant of 0.0043, 0.0398, and 0.0112, respectively. The correlation coefficients indicate that both the photolysis and photocatalysis of PAHs fit the pseudo-first-order equation very well, except FL, for which the 2 for photolysis and photocatalysis are 0.7332 and 0.6774, respectively. This might be attributed to the special molecular structure of FL, which is the only PAH with a 5-carbon ring structure and which has the largest GAP value of 8.5021 eV among the tested PAHs (see Section 3.3), resulting in a more difficult photoinduced reaction for FL. The results indicate that the photolytic and photocatalytic degradation mechanisms of FL are different from that of other tested PAHs.
lumo , homo , and GAP of PAHs.
The lumo , homo , and GAP of NP, FL, PHE, PYR, BaP, and DahA obtained by AM1 algorithm in de Lima Ribeiro and Ferreira research [40] are summarized in Table 3 .
It is observed that the values of homo of HMW PAHs are all higher than those of LMW PAHs. On the contrary, the GAP values of HMW PAHs molecular are all lower than those of LMW PAHs. The GAP values of the PAHs for which degradation could be accelerated by Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 are all smaller than or equal to 7.4529 eV; on the other hand, the GAP values of PAHs for which degradation was inhibited by Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 are all larger than or equal to 8.2086 eV. These results indicate that more photoenergy is required for triggering the degradation of LMW PAHs than that of HMW PAHs. It can be understood that GAP values can serve as a measure of the excitability of the molecule: the smaller the GAP of a PAH, the easier it will be excited.
Prediction of the Photocatalytic Degradability of 67 PAHs.
The photochemical properties of PAHs undoubtedly depend upon their molecule excitability; therefore, the GAP value is expected to predict the photocatalytic degradability of other PAHs in Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 suspension. As mentioned above, the maximum GAP of DahA of tested PAHs for which degradation could be accelerated by Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 was 7.4529 eV, and the minimum GAP of PHE of tested PAHs for which degradation was accelerated by Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 was 8.2086 eV. Therefore, one can deduce that when the GAP of a PAH is less than or equal to 7.4529 eV, this PAH can be degraded in Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 -UV system. On the other hand, when the GAP of a PAH is larger than or equal to 8.2086 eV, this PAH cannot be degraded in Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 -UV system. When the GAP of a PAH is between 7.4529 eV and 8.2086 eV, the degradation potential of this PAH is uncertain in the experimental condition of our study.
Following the above approach, the photocatalytic degradability of 67 PAHs was predicted and is listed in Table 4 . The results show that 46 PAHs are potentially photocatalytically degradable. All of these 46 PAHs, except AN (anthracene, labelled no. 1), were all HMW PAHs. There were four PAHs for which no photocatalytic degradability was predicted. All four of these PAHs were LMW PAHs (labelled nos. 2, 14, 18, and 58). For these LMW PAHs, biological treatment can be a very good complement [51, 52] . The photocatalytic degradability of another seventeen PAHs was determined to be uncertain, most of which were 4∼6-ring PAHs.
Verification of Prediction.
To verify the above prediction, the photolysis and photocatalysis of AN (number 1, 3-ring PAH) and InP (number 62, 6-ring PAH), whose GAPs are 7.2795 eV and 6.8528 eV, respectively, were examined in Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 -UV system. We selected AN and InP because they are also PAHs commonly found in water [18, 53] , and AN is the only LMW PAH which is assumed to be photocatalytically degradable. If the prediction was right, the degradation of these two PAHs should be accelerated in the Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 -UV system. It is shown clearly in Figure 6 that the degradation rate of AN and InP is indeed improved with the presence of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 . The photocatalytic degradation of AN and InP in the Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 -UV system can also be described by the first-order kinetic model. The rate constant, half-life time, and the total removal efficiency of photocatalysis for AN are 0.0766 min −1 , 9.05 min, and 100%, respectively, while those for InP were 0.0079 min −1 , 87.74 min, and 63.11%, respectively. Therefore, the prediction is verified in a way.
For further study, the determination of photocatalytic degradability for the remaining PAHs can be identified by setting a new boundary value of GAP, which can be obtained by appropriate testing of the uncertain PAHs. The prediction is significant for realistic water treatment. By knowing the value of GAP, the photocatalytic degradability of some pollutants in the photocatalyst suspension might be known without doing any experimentation. The GAP value can be obtained easily from previous research or by computation. Therefore, large expenditures of time and money required for the determination can be avoided. 
Conclusions
The present study was undertaken to probe the correlation between the photocatalytic degradability of PAHs over Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 in water and their quantitative molecular structure. Six PAHs, NP, FL, PHE, PYR, BaP, and DahA, were experimentally tested in a Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 suspension under UV irradiation. The results show that the degradation of HMW PAHs, PYR, BaP, and DahA, was accelerated significantly in the presence of Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 , while the degradation efficiency of low molecular weight PAHs, NP, FL and PHE, was inhibited under the same experimental conditions. Both the photolysis and photocatalysis of PAHs fit the pseudo-firstorder equation very well, except FL. This might be attributed to FL's 5-carbon ring structure. Quantitative analysis of molecular descriptors of lumo , homo , and GAP suggested that GAP was significant for predicting PAHs' photocatalytic degradability. By comparing to the maximum GAP (7.4529 eV) of PAHs (DahA) that could be photocatalytically degraded and the minimum GAP (8.2086 eV) of PAHs (PHE) that could not be photocatalytically degraded in this study, the photocatalytic degradability of 67 PAHs was predicted: 46 PAHs were potentially photocatalytically degradable, 4 PAHs were predicted to be not photocatalytically degradable, and 17 PAHs were predicted to exhibit indeterminate photocatalytic degradation. The experiments of photocatalytic degradation of AN and InP verified the above prediction. This prediction indicates that Pt/TiO 2 -SiO 2 can offer a very promising method for biorefractory HMW PAHs removal. It can also be a very good complement for biological treatment of PAH contaminated water.
